K-12 CAM 2021 VIDEO: Week 2 – Pay attention to public and school Wi-Fi connections (Transcript)

Cheerful whistling, music playing throughout the video, with guitar, drums, and a harmonica.

The K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021 Logo is on a blank white screen, centered. The logo is in blue and white, with four coloured handprints and a blue lock image.

The words “K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021” appear in grey with each of the 4 coloured handprints in the 4 corners of the screen. There are 5 children dancing and doing activities around the words. William is in a wheelchair playing a game on a phone, Niko is dancing, Sam is waving, Amara is messaging on her phone and Niimi is dancing.

On a black background white text reads “Week 2: Pay attention to public and school Wi-Fi connections” A blue Wi-Fi icon appears in the lower right corner of the screen.

William is at a café with his grandmother; he is at a table with his computer on the right, his grandmother is seated across him to the left. Behind his grandmother there is a plaque that reads “Free Wi-Fi: “Corner Café Wi-Fi PUBLIC”"

There is a window behind William with a view of a city. To the left is a coffee counter and a barista.

The next frame shows the screen of his laptop; Wi-Fi Settings screen) Available Wi-Fi networks:

Corner Café Wi-Fi PUBLIC

54321WiFi

YFi

Text to the left reads: “Tip 1: Be cautious when connecting to public Wi-Fi. Don’t access personal information when connected publicly”

William’s grandmother is standing behind him, she looks left and right and so does William.

Text to the left reads: “William shows his grandmother the game he’s currently playing. They both make sure no one is looking over their shoulders”

Text to the left reads: “Tip 2: Ensure your firewall is enabled when surfing the Internet” The laptop screen shows a game screen with a grid and different plant characters.
A drawing of a school appears with a school bus parked outside. Text in grey reads “Their School” at the top.

In the school library, Niko is seated at a table across from William. William is looking around.

Text to the left of a laptop screen reads: “William makes sure he stays on safe websites, especially when connected to public and school Wi-Fi networks”

Text to the left reads: “Tip 3: Look for the closed padlock icon at the start of a URL to know you’re on a secure site” The laptop screen shows a close-up of a URL and a small closed padlock symbol to the left of it.

In a classroom, William is at the door smiling. There are four desks. Niko and Amara are at the two desks closest to the wall. Niimi is sitting behind William’s empty desk which is next to Niko’s. Sam’s face can be seen on a laptop screen on a table in the back, next to a camera on a tripod. We zoom into William.

In the next frame on a black background with white text, “William protects his personal information when connecting to public networks.”

“This week find out how to protect yours”

The K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021 Logo is on a blank white screen, centered. The logo is in blue and white, with four coloured handprints and a blue lock image.